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REPORT 

International Partnership Against Corruption in Sport 

 
Inaugural Meeting of the Task Force 4 

 

Video - conference via Microsoft Teams  

 

Friday, 23 April 2021 

 

Introduction 

Following on from commitments made at the Anti-Corruption Summit held in London in May 2016, 

the International Partnership Against Corruption in Sport (IPACS) was established in early 2017.  

IPACS is a multi-stakeholder initiative which aims at “bringing together international sports 

organisations, governments, inter-governmental organisations, and other relevant stakeholders to 

strengthen and support efforts to eliminate corruption and promote a culture of good governance in and 

around sport”. 

Initiated by the International Olympic Committee (IOC), the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 

and Development (OECD), the Council of Europe, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 

(UNODC) and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the 

International Partnership Against Corruption in Sport (IPACS) currently consists of governments, 

sports organisations and inter-governmental organisations. Through expert taskforces, a Steering 

Committee and high-level meetings, the Partnership is focusing its efforts on: 

• Reducing the risk of corruption in procurement relating to sporting events and infrastructure; 

 

• Ensuring integrity in the selection of major sporting events;  

 

• Optimizing the processes of compliance with good governance principles to mitigate the risk 

of corruption; and 

 

• Enhancing cooperation between law enforcement and criminal justice authorities and sport 

organisations. 

 

IPACS Task Force 4 background 

At its Steering Committee meeting held in Paris on 1 July 2019, it was agreed that a new IPACS Task 

Force be established to identify gaps that weaken and develop mechanisms to enhance cooperation 

between law enforcement and criminal justice authorities and sport organisations. The Steering 

Committee also accepted the recommendations and priorities as contained in the Report of the IPACS 

Expert Group Meeting (EGM): Measures to enhance cooperation between criminal justice authorities 

and sport organisations, which was held in Vienna, 6 June 2019.  

More details about this Task Force can be found here. 

https://www.ipacs.sport/cross-sector-cooperation
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Objective of the meeting  

The meeting sought:  

• To launch the task force; 

 

• To review its first deliverable, namely a draft stocktaking document of existing anti-bribery 

legislation applicable to sport; 

 

• To discuss next steps for the Task Force, including mapping existing networks of law 

enforcement and criminal justice authorities through which cooperation with sport 

organisations could be facilitated. 

A web story of the meeting is available here. 

 

 

 

 

1. Opening remarks and overview of the meeting 

 

A. Session objective 

The objective of the session was to provide participants with an overview of the history of IPACS, its 

composition, structure and areas of work; to set out the objectives of the meeting and to adopt the agenda. 

(the list of participants is attached as annex I).   

   

B. Summary of the session 

Ms. Pâquerette Girard Zappelli, Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer, IOC, thanked the participants, 

and stressed that IPACS is a leading example of how multilateral cooperation can mobilise the support 

and expertise needed to help counter issues related to corruption in sport. She highlighted the 

commitment and engagement of the sports movement which had been very supportive of IPACS from 

its beginning in 2017 and she reminded that with the cooperation between sports, governments and 

intergovernmental organisations with expertise in this field, the IPACS could be effective.  

Mr. Giovanni Gallo, Chief, Implementation Support Section, Corruption and Economic Crime 

Branch, UNODC, also thanked the participants and highlighted the importance of enhancing 

cooperation between law enforcement, criminal justice authorities and sport organisations, and 

building sustainable, innovative, and active partnerships to effectively tackling the threat posed by 

corruption to sport.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ipacs.sport/news/launch-of-task-force-4
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2. Introduction to the IPACS Task Force 4 

 

A. Session objective  

The objective of this session was to introduce experts to Task Force 4, define its objectives and present 

the Terms of Reference of the Task Force. 

 

 

B. Summary of the session 

Ms. Pâquerette Girard Zappelli introduced the terms of reference of the Task Force 4, which had been 

approved by the Steering Committee in 2019. She explained that the setup of this Task Force was 

considered as key by the IPACS partners to facilitate cooperation between sports organisations, 

criminal justice and law enforcement authorities in corruption cases. Ms Girard Zappelli reminded 

that according to the terms of reference, this Task Force would start with two principal activities: the 

mapping of existing legislation on anti-bribery in order to identify good practices applicable to sports 

and the mapping of existing networks of law enforcement and criminal justice authorities through 

which cooperation between sport organisations could be facilitated. 

 

 

3. Introduction and overview of the draft stocktaking document 

 

A. Session objective  

The objective of the session was to to provide an overview of the draft stocktaking document. 

 

B. Summary of the session 

Dr. Adam Masters, Senior Lecturer in Criminology at the Centre for Social Research & Methods, and 

Executive Director of the Transnational Research Institute on Corruption (TRIC) at the Australian 

National University presented an overview of the methodology and content of the draft stocktaking 

report (attached as Annex II). 

 

 

4. General feedback and questions from the participants 

 

A. Session objective  

The objective of the session was to give the opportunity to the participants to provide general feedback 

which included:  

- Specific comments on the draft document, in particular highlighting of errors, inaccuracies, and 

necessary clarifications; 
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- Links to articles, legislation, regulations, adjudicated cases etc.;  

- Additional material which may be of use, such as diagrams, data sets etc.; 

 

B. Summary of the session 

A number of participants took the floor to provide their comments during the meeting and all the 

participants were given the opportunity to share in addition written feedback by email after the meeting. 

 

5. Next steps for the Task Force 

 

A. Session objective  

The objective of the session was to discuss next steps for the Task Force, including mapping existing 

networks of law enforcement and criminal justice authorities through which cooperation with sport 

organisations could be facilitated. 

 

B. Summary of the session 

In this session, four speakers made a presentation about the existing networks in their intergovernmental 

organisation. In particular, Mr. Patrick Moulette, Head of Anti-Corruption Division, OECD presented 

the Global Network of Law Enforcement Practitioners against Transnational Bribery (GLEN) 

(presentation attached as Annex III), Mr. Stéphane Leyenberger, Principal administrator Group of 

States against Corruption (GRECO), Council of Europe, introduced the work of GRECO in regard to 

the fight against corruption and its network of 50 countries named Consultative Council of European 

Prosecutors (CCPE), Mr. Humaid Alameemi, Acting Coordinator for Anti-Corruption Unit and Mr. 

Claudio Marinelli, Criminal Intelligence Officer, INTERPOL presented the INTERPOL Match-Fixing 

Task Force (IMFTF) (presentation attached as Annex IV) and finally, Ms. Yao Deng, Crime Prevention 

and Criminal Justice Officer, UNODC presented the Global Operational Network of Anti-Corruption 

Law Enforcement Authorities (GlobE Network)(presentation attached as Annex V). 

 

 

Annexes: 

 

Annex I: List of participants. 

Annex II: Presentation Dr. Adam Masters, Australian National University – Draft Stocktaking report. 

Annex III: Presentation OECD - GLEN. 

Annex IV: Presentation INTERPOL – IMFTF. 

Annex V: Presentation UNODC – Globe Network. 

https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Images/Ipacs/PDF/task-force/ANNEX_I_Participants_IPACS_Task_Force_4_meeting_no_emails_23APR21.pdf
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Images/Ipacs/PDF/task-force/ANNEX_II_IPACS_TF4_presentation_23APR21_Adam_Masters.pdf
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Images/Ipacs/PDF/task-force/ANNEX_III_IPACS_TF4_presentation_23APR21_OECD_GLEN.pdf
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Images/Ipacs/PDF/task-force/ANNEX_IV_IPACS_TF4_presentation_23APR21_INTERPOL_IMFTF.pdf
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Images/Ipacs/PDF/task-force/ANNEX_V_IPACS_TF4_presentation_23APR21_UNODC_GlobE.pdf

